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About This Game

Ratergy is a competitive local multiplayer game for family and friends. With its short rounds and its cute rats fighting over a
piece of cheese, it is a family-friendly and suited for casual gaming.

The game deliberately refraines from using violent content and is therefore suited as a humorous game for and with kids. It is a
2-4 player local multiplayer focusing on playing together on a large TV screen or monitor.

Ratergy offers enough action to brighten every party. Through the simple game mechanics and the fast-paced combat rounds, it
is aimed particularly at occasional players and beginners. Expert gamers however have also the opportunity to fight over the

cheese dominance on a strategic level by using game elements such as conveyor belts and power ups. Newbie or advanced player
- it is all about the most efficient tactics to gather cheese!

Game principle

At the beginning of the game, every player chooses a rat nest with two rats. By switching the control between his rats, the player
now tries to be the first to bring 10 pieces of cheese to his nest. He can choose between several levels, which offer a variety of
gaming elements for a more diversified battle over the cheese. The player can use conveyer belts to get faster and activate door

switches to block the way for opposing rats. The usage of power ups such as speed potions, shrinking devices and bombs
guaranties dynamic combats and a lot of fun!
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The pvp is trash, literally got destroyed by a kid who just spinned his hands at me really fast and got knocked out because
apparently my hands got tired (this is an ingame feature). You dont need to know how to fight to win in pvp, actual irl combos
dont work because the game will register you as tired or some bs and just stop. The game doesnt have any type of power
registering features so it just makes a jab hit as hard as and overhand punch.. Sorry, but until the game gets fixed I can not, in
good faith, recommend this game to anyone.. An aweful flash game!. This DLC it's a really good one. It looks like a lot to the
real Berlin airport. Although the price and the quite high configuration setting, I do recommend you to acquire it, and also,
maybe wait for a Steam Sale to purchase it. Awesome!. This game is a fun arcade shooter if you like games you play with a
gamepad. Steer with the left stick, shoot with the right, special attacks with some other buttons. The graphics are very nice to
look at, and the sound is fine. It has some bugs, but nothing that frustrated me too much. I suggest you get it on sale, but I
enjoyed the short campaign.. when was the last update? feb. 2015. glad i paid for a game that will never be complete and is
boring.
. Great game for teaching ESL. The ending is a bit dissapointing though, and you'll find yourself pressing the 'ESC' key to skip
the dialogues.. Something was missing from this one. Namely, there seemed to be too many dead ends and abrupt changes in
direction. I found myself asking "Really?" several times when it seemed giant swings in the story happened instantly and without
my ability to avert them in any reasonable way. You might think this isn't a big deal, but when you're hours into a story and a
severe shift in the story occurs and 'ruins' the direction it feels like you just wasted your time. Which is quite infuriating.

My story ended by being (slight spoilers ahead) turned into a tortoise. Making my entire story culminate in a three-hour long
joke. It was completely unforeseeable and irreversible and was the final whiplash curve that felt indicative of the entire
experience.

Weird pacing too, with long patches of the story seeming to stall out as the writer seemed to be waiting for you to choose the
option he wanted you to choose. And then, BAM, giant swing. I just have a really bad taste in my mouth after this one. I felt like
I wasted my time.. Good cheap fun.

Played through a bit of this game now and have been enjoying it. Basic premise is you need to build a base, hire people and
defend yourself against the horde.

Few glitches here and there, and a potential game breaking way to make money really fast but all in all an enjoyable game.

For more thoughts feel free to check out my quick video review below:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=M515H7k1nLA
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Nice game with a lot of customization. Really meaty gameplay.. So, I havent had all that much time with this game just yet,
but... even after just 90 minutes, I can honestly say, I think this game is brilliant. It's good enough that it leaves this impression
on me that quickly... for me, this is very rare.

Starship Rubicon is an interesting beast.... it uses a whole pile of different elements that were inspired by many seperate games.
But the thing that makes it so good is that it takes all of these disparate elements, smashes them together... and they WORK
together. They dont conflict with each other at any point.

At it's base, this game uses Asteroids-style gameplay and controls. You have a "thrust" button to move your ship forwards, and
then other buttons to turn it left or right; you also have a "boost" function that you can use. There are even actual asteroids
floating around in many areas, which work pretty much as you'd expect, and generally making your life that much tougher.
From there though, the game goes in it's own seperate directions. Your ship is not static, but is instead made of various "parts"
that you can equip, that give abilities or change stats, or things like that. This includes changing both your basic weapon (and
you can have more than one) or your special weapon, an activated ability that has a cooldown and also knocks out your shields
for a bit upon use. You cant just equip everything though; each piece of equipment has a shape to it, sort of like blocks in Tetris.
You have to fit these blocks inside the ship properly, or they cannot be used. What's more, some items are meant to modify
others, and will only work if linked to the system they're modifying, which means you have to place it adjacent to that system
for it to function whatsoever. So this can create some interesting decisioni-making when you're changing your equipment.

Equipment can be either found in battlefields, or bought in stores. Stores are easily the most frequent way to get equipment. The
rate of equipment actually being FOUND is very low... a bit TOO low in my opinion. You end up not getting all that much total,
which is a shame, because it reduces the amount of interesting decisions that you'd need to make. There's no need to decide
between two items after all if both of them easily fit onto the ship. If you're not getting enough items, you wont be filling it. So
there's a bit of RNG issues here with this system, but it's not enough of an issue at all to detract from how well it works. There
are many different weapons and things to find, so look for them, and try them out, and see what kinds of builds you can make
for yourself. Most of these different items and such are also just plain fun to use.... that's ALWAYS a plus.

Between missions, you're sent to sort of an overall sector map. It's very similar to the map that FTL uses, in that you move
forward from one node to the next, with each individual node having specific links to other nodes to choose from. Around each
node, you can see icons representing the different enemy types that are going to appear in that area, so it's important to learn
these and have a look as you make decisions. Other things will appear here too, such as hazards, or the existence of items or
"money asteroids" or shops or various other things. You can also find other ships to rescue, and if you are successful in saving
them, they will join you on your quest. Each one provides a unique ability that becomes active whenever they participate in a
battle with you, and you choose when to bring them in by clicking them on the sector map. They have a cooldown time
afterwards, and can also be knocked out by enemies during battle... so take care of them, when you bring them with you. The
one big problem with them though is that they just arent very bright. Asteroids in particular will give your AI allies alot of
trouble as they repeatedly crash into them. By the late game, these guys arent as useful, simply due to the fact that they'll be
knocked out of the fight too quickly to help much.

And on the note of the enemies you face, each type is different from the last, and you quickly learn to recognize each by it's
appearance, which is very important. There are different approaches that you should take depending on just what you're
fighting, and what weapon you're using, and there can be many enemies at once. Some enemies may have beam weapons, or
maybe homing missiles, or shields, or even the ability to shield other enemies. And of course, it wouldnt be a shmup of any sort
if there werent gigantic bosses to fight at the end of each sector.

All in all, there's alot going on for this game, and I think there's plenty of replay value; naturally, everything is procedural when
it comes to the maps and sectors and such, so each game will be different. The campaign is short, but that's typical for this
genre, and probably for the best.

Is it worth your money? If you like shmups at all.... I'd definitely say yes. It easily lives up to it's asking price and more, I think. I
can definitely recommend this one!. Ok, cancel what I wrote 6 months ago...
At February 2018, the devs have failed to update the game or EVEN ANSWER TO THE USERS ON THE FORUM from the
last November...
The game seems 'dead'.
Peace: I'm trying to get a refund.
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I've purchased a number of Early Access games in the past and... I'm pretty confident that this could become something funny to
play.
Ok, I admit it's still pretty "raw" and the price is, I think, to high for a product that still need much work.
But the global experience is quite good and I see developers actively working on it.
For now, maybe try it discounted, and see if you want to support the development and have some hours of fun with some
(minor, for what I experienced) bugs.. So, I like RocketGirl... it's a challenging game that I stayed up late for when it was
supposed to come out (like a day or two ago) and I am pleasantly surprised by how much I liked it. There's 3 levels which are
very challenging and then an extreme mode (that I wrote in discussions to dev to see how to access).

It took me roughly an hour to beat but I've also been playing a lot of shmups as of late so that may have helped. Anyway, here's
some gameplay of the standard RocketGirl -- just know that it's honestly chaotic fun.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/UgoLyGbLtnY. A nice little party game. For free.. I really wanted to like this game, but I'm partially
colourblind, and there are far too many similar colours for me to be able to easily differentiate between them, making the game
essentially unplayable :-(. Nice Game No Offense But Doesnt Worth The Money. If You Just Want To Spend Money Go For It. 
 Its a Troll Game  And My Buddy Buyed This As a Gag Gift Its a Fun Game But Needs More Levels..

Do I Recommend It ?

Eh Kinda If Some People Wont Like It Some People Would Its Up To You..
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